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TOPIC 1

Public companies must 

prepare repor ts concerning 

the remuneration paid to 

management board and 

super visor y board members 

(criminal l iabil ity)

Last year public companies were obligated to enact a remuneration

policy for their management board and supervisory board members. On

account of the pandemic the deadline for these companies’ shareholder

meetings to approve their remuneration policy was deferred and

ultimately elapsed on 31 August 2020.

This year public companies face another challenge. They must prepare

a report concerning the remuneration paid to the management board

and supervisory board members spanning 2019 and 2020.

This year’s report will be exceptional. Even though many public

companies have already prepared similar reports based on the Best

Practices for Public Companies Listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange,

those reports were voluntary and fairly vague, while nobody pronounced

an opinion on their contents.

This year the preparation and publication of the report are compulsory,

with this duty being incumbent upon the supervisory board. Supervisory

board members face criminal liability and a high fine for breaching that

obligation. They face a similar liability for providing untrue data or for

concealing true data materially affecting the report’s contents.

The report must rely on the remuneration policy introduced in the

previous year. It is subject to assessment by a statutory auditor who will

check whether it contains all the elements required by law.

Although the regulations do not specify the deadline by which such

a report should be prepared, it would be worthwhile to start working on it

as soon as possible. It should be the subject matter of a resolution (or

discussion) of the shareholder meeting in which it pronounces its

opinion. Therefore, it must be prepared by a deadline enabling the

shareholder meeting to execute these activities.

TRAINING SESSION | Do you want to know who is responsible for the

drawing up the report, what information should it include, and what is

the risk of failure to prepare the report.? => REGISTER

Katarzyna Sarek-Sadurska

Attorney-at-law / Partner

Magdalena Skwara

Attorney-at-law

Iza Gawryjołek

Advocate
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TOPIC 2

The right to be of fl ine 

– an oppor tunity for employees 

or a threat to employers

The development of technology means that we are ever more closely

bound to the work we perform. Until recently, it was not possible to

check your mail, prepare a document or analyze a problem offsite, away

your work establishment, and consequently, this was not included in

working time.

Presently, however, employees are facing more and more problems

related to being offline outside their designated working hours. The

pressure ensuing from being online curtails our ability to switch off from

work during leisure time and stay offline.

The epidemic has heightened this problem to a greater degree.

Ubiquitous remote work blurs the boundaries between work and

relaxation. Sometimes, this decision is made by employees themselves

who combine handling their household duties with work during their

regular working hours. On the other hand, for many people this form of

working means being available to your boss to a greater extent and

consequently longer working time.

Against this backdrop, the European Parliament has implored the

European Commission to implement a directive giving employees the

ability to go offline after working hours. In the most general of terms, this

would boil down to giving employees the explicit right not react to e-

mails (and even not to check them) and not to pick up phone calls after

their working hours. Similar solutions have already been enacted in

France.

It would be difficult to predict what the possible regulations would entail.

However, it is worth remembering that while the right held by employees

to relax is one of their fundamental entitlements, this right is not absolute

in nature. For instance, the employer’s right to request that work be

done during overtime and the employee’s ensuing duty to perform that

work is one such exception.

Overtime work does not necessarily have to begin immediately after

regular working hours end. It may take place later than that, provided, of

course, that the proper number of hours of uninterrupted relaxation is

observed. For that reason, being offline cannot strip an employer of this

right.

At present, employees have the appropriate legal instruments to compel

their employers to respect their right to relaxation. Therefore, in many

organizations the challenge is not the lack of regulations, but rather

improper work organization and communication and the frequent failure

to observe employees’ hours of relaxation. Changes in this area will

make it possible to be offline without having to implement the necessary

administrative obligations.

Łukasz Kuczkowski 

Attorney-at-law / Partner
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TOPIC 3

Pre-retirement protection also 

in force after an employee 

reaches the retirement age

Extended pre-retirement protection is in force until the end of September

2021 for employees who have already in fact reached the retirement

age and gained retirement rights as of the date of reaching that age.

That means that an employer still cannot terminate the employment

contract of a female employee who has turned 60 and of a male

employee who has turned 65 since they are protected under the

principles prescribed by Article 39 of the Labour Code (referred to as

pre-retirement protection).

The foregoing entitlements are related to changes concerning retirement

age: initially, its extension, followed by its truncation.

According to the Act on Modifying the Act on Pensions and Disability

Benefits from the Social Insurance Fund and Some Other Acts of 16

November 2016, if an employee reaches the retirement age of 60 for

women and 65 for men between 1 October 2017 and 30 September

2021, then that employee is subject to protection against termination of

his or her employment contract until 30 September 2021 regardless of

reaching the retirement age.

EXAMPLE

A male employee was born on 4 December 1955. He reached the

retirement age of 65 on 4 December 2020 but he continues to be

protected against termination of his employment contract until the end of

September 2021 because he reached the retirement age after 1 October

2017 but before 30 September 2021.

Agnieszka Anusewicz

Advocate
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TOPIC 4

Distressed companies will  not 

receive public aid 

Prior to submitting an application for public aid, companies must assess

their own financial standing.

Although one condition for obtaining aid is lower sales, for instance, only

those companies that are not distressed can receive aid.

When submitting their application, companies doing business as limited

liability companies (spółka z o.o.), joint-stock companies (spółka

akcyjna) and limited joint-stock companies (spółka komandytowo-

akcyjna) must demonstrate, among other things, that their uncovered

losses do not exceed one half of their registered capital, or their share

capital.

This does not mean that the losses are greater than one-half of their

share capital. The idea is that other reserve capital suffices to cover that

portion of the loss so that the remaining portion of the loss does not

surpass 50% of share capital.

Similarly, these principles are applicable to partnerships.

A company must examine its financial standing as at 31 December 2019

and as of the date of submitting its application.

This requirement applies not only to public aid related to Covid-19, but

also to other aid, such as co-funding from the PFRON disability fund.

Michał Kacprzyk, PhD.

Attorney-at-law

Natalia Basista

Advocate
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TOPIC 5

Another day of f  for donating 

blood, including plasma after 

recovering from COVID-19 

As of 26 January 2021, honorary blood donors who have given blood or

blood components, including plasma after recovering from being ill with

COVID-19 have the right to take a total of up to two days off work. Thus

far, blood donors had the right to take only up to one day off. Blood

donors can use these two free days starting with the day of giving blood

or blood components and on the following day.

The right to take another day off is limited in time. It is only valid during

the declared period of an epidemiological threat or during an epidemic.

After these states are called off, honorary blood donors will only have

the right to one day off work in keeping with the rules in place up till

now.

This regulation, however, does give rise to some doubt. In particular,

grasping the meaning of the “day following” the day on which a donor

gives blood or blood components is problematic.

There are two possible interpretations. Reading this regulation literally,

one could recognize that the next day refers to a calendar day, i.e.

regardless of whether an employee, according to his or her work

schedule, has the next day off or whether it is a working day (e.g. if an

employee works from Monday to Friday and he or she gives blood or

blood components on Friday, then the next day would be Saturday and

the employer would not have to give any other day off).

However, considering the purpose of introducing this entitlement, which

is to reward employees for donating blood during the epidemic

(epidemiological threat), which is a challenging period for the health

care system, one could also embrace the idea that the next day refers

to a business day.

Interpreting this regulation in that manner, based on the example given,

the day off taken by an employee who donates blood or blood

components on Friday would be Monday as the next business day. This

approach appears to be more appropriate. We will certainly not obtain

an unambiguous response until the regulation is modified.

Katarzyna Wilczyk

Attorney-at-law
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TOPIC 6

Women’s r ight to sit  on the 

management board – Ger many 

is roll ing out new regulations

Even though the number of women sitting on companies’ management

boards across the world is constantly on the rise, it is still less than

satisfactory.

In Poland, women account for a mere 13% of the members of public

companies’ management boards, while they occupy the top spot in only

6% of them.

Norway is at the forefront in terms of diversity in organizations with

women holding more than 40% of the seats in management boards.

Prejudice and stereotypes are frequently the underlying causes for the

number of women in the top spots being lower, for them being promoted

more slowly and for them to earn less.

Regulations are helping to change this stereotypical approach

A bill has been submitted to the Bundestag in Germany according to

which a woman would hold one seat in management boards numbering

at least three persons.

This proposed change is another attempt at phasing in greater diversity

in Germany in the leadership of business organizations. In 2015 a law

was enacted there according to which women must hold a minimum of

30% of the managerial positions.

The number of managerial positions held by women in Germany does

not differ much from the one observed in Poland. Currently, there is not

so much as even a proposal to enact change in this area in Polish law,

despite the fact that greater diversity contributes to augmenting

innovativeness and enhancing the products and services offered for

sale.

Magdalena Poręba

Advocate trainee
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10 DECISIONS CONFERENCE 

23.02.2021 /  10-12 am

Join us at the 12th edit ion of  our 

annual conference, discussing the 

most important rul ings of  the Supreme 

Court  in the f ie ld of  HR law issued in 

the previous year.

W e wil l  d iscuss and explain the 

Supreme Court  decis ions that HR 

must know and apply in i ts  work . We 

wil l  provide specif ic  recipes how to 

inc lude them in everyday pract ice.

Free-of-charge event.  Detai ls  and 

registrat ion: LINK

PRO HR TAX View | B2B contracts, 

ZUS and PIT, benefits and tax 

consequences

Get to know our point of  view on tax 

issues in HR law. In our latest video 

ser ies, we explain that B2B 

relat ionships are benef i ts ,  but also 

greater responsibi l i ty;  the ef fects of  

ZUS (Social Insurance) and PIT of  

payments due to terminat ion of  

employment contracts;  and the 

dif ferences in benef i ts  under 

employment contracts,  mandate 

contracts,  management contracts or  

B2B.

W atch and subscr ibe to our YouTube 

channel:  LINK

TRAINING SESSION | Remuneration 

reports of l isted companies’ board 

of directors 

18.03.2021 /  10-11 am

During the training session, Katarzyna 

Sarek-Sadurska and Magdalena 

Skwara wil l  talk  about who is 

responsible for  drawing up the report,  

what information i t  should contain, and 

what is  the r isk  of  fai lure to prepare the 

report ,  among other things.

Paid event.  Detai ls  and registrat ion: 

LINK

CONTEST | Win a book "Crimes and 

Offenses Related to Employment„

Descr ibe the most absurd accusation 

made by PIP  (National Labour 

Inspectorate) or another author ity for  

committ ing a cr ime or of fense related 

to labour law, which indicates that the 

accuser did not know the regulat ions or 

pract ice or demonstrated ignorance 

about the law and the labour market,  

and win a book authored by Damian 

Tokarczyk.

Detai ls :  LINK

Janusz Tomczak becomes Senior 

Vice Chair of the Criminal Law 

Committee at IBA

Janusz within the Committee 

strengthen internat ional cooperat ion 

and exchange of  exper iences between 

cr iminal law pract i t ioners in var ious 

aspects of  internat ional cr iminal and 

related matters.

More information: LINK
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